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42. Circulation and Gas Exchange

KEY CONCEPTS

42.1 Circulatory systems link exchange surfaces with cells throughout the body

42.2 Coordinated cycles of heart contraction drive double circulation in mammals

42.3 Patterns of blood pressure and flow reflect the structure and arrangement of blood 

vessels

42.4 Blood components contribute to exchange, transport, defense, and disease

42.5 Gas exchange occurs across specialized respiratory surfaces

42.6 Breathing ventilates the lungs
42.7 Adaptations for gas exchange include pigments that bind and transport gases



Learning Goals for This Session:

1. What, exactly, is science? 

2. Processes of Science: Explore how scientific 
hypotheses are developed.

3. Discuss what constitutes scientific evidence (the 
nature and limits of science). 

4. Briefly review new approaches to science education 
nationally and in Virginia.

5. Explore and Discuss Your Questions (as time permits)



1. What is Science?



Definition of Science 
from the National Academy of Sciences and 

Institute of Medicine

The use of evidence to construct testable 
explanations and predictions of natural 
phenomena, as well as the knowledge 
generated through this process.
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Science isn’t a tall stack of hard 
facts; it’s a difficult and deeply 

human process that lurches toward 
an approximation of the truth.

Joel Achenbach
Washington Post, page A1

July 24, 2014

http://www.washingtonpost.com/national/health-science/bicep2-experiments-big-bang-controversy-highlights-challenges-for-modern-
science/2014/07/23/707bc9e6-02c6-11e4-b8ff-89afd3fad6bd_story.html

http://www.washingtonpost.com/national/health-science/bicep2-experiments-big-bang-controversy-highlights-challenges-for-modern-science/2014/07/23/707bc9e6-02c6-11e4-b8ff-89afd3fad6bd_story.html
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• Science is a community endeavor. 

What is Science?



"Being a scientist is a special 
privilege: for it brings the 
opportunity to be creative, the 
passionate quest for the answers to 
nature's most precious secrets, and 
the warm friendships of many 
valued colleagues."
— Biochemist and neurologist 
Stanley B. Prusiner

Source: https://undsci.berkeley.edu/

https://undsci.berkeley.edu/


2. Processes of Science: 
How Scientific Hypotheses are 

Developed

(Group Participation)



Glossary of Terms Used in
Teaching About the Nature of Science

• Fact: In science, an observation that has been 
repeatedly confirmed.

• Law: A descriptive generalization about how some 
aspect of the natural world behaves under stated 
circumstances.

• Hypothesis: A testable statement about the natural 
world that can be used to build more complex 
inferences and explanations.

• Theory: In science, a well-substantiated explanation 
of some aspect of the natural world that can 
incorporate facts, laws, inferences, and tested 
hypotheses.











Is there anything that science is 
incapable of investigating?

3. Discuss what 
constitutes scientific 

evidence (the nature and 
limits of science). 
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Many neuroscience issues abut against 

human values

⚫ The nature of the mind

⚫ Mind-body-soul concepts

⚫ Free will vs. determinism

⚫ The ability for anyone to look into your brain and 

watch your mind in action

⚫ Darkest secret thoughts

⚫ Lie detecting

More…..



Why and How Public Communication - July 20, 2011
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Other issues are coming

⚫ Ability to predict behaviors

⚫ Mind-reading

⚫ Understanding of consciousness

⚫ Ability to treat disorders

⚫ Ability to enhance behavioral performance

⚫ Moral enhancement?

All are potentially contentious



What Can’t Science Do?
(Despite Our Best Efforts Sometimes to Make it Do 

Those Things)

• Science doesn't make moral judgments.

• Science doesn't make aesthetic judgments.

• Scientific knowledge and discoveries indicate 
the evidence for what was, is, and what may 
happen in the future. It doesn't tell whether or 
how to use that knowledge. 

• Science cannot draw conclusions about 
supernatural explanations.

Modified from: https://undsci.berkeley.edu/article/0_0_0/whatisscience_12

https://undsci.berkeley.edu/article/0_0_0/whatisscience_12


Health & Science
Gene therapy cures infants suffering from 
‘bubble boy’ immune disease

Two Patients Treated with CRISPRed Cells in 
Immunotherapy Trial
Shawna Williams | Apr 16, 2019
One person with multiple myeloma and one 
with sarcoma are the first so far to receive 
the genetically engineered T cells in the 
study.

Boys with a rare muscle disease are 
breathing on their own, thanks to gene 
therapy
By Jocelyn KaiserMay. 2, 2019 , 5:20 PM
WASHINGTON, D.C.—A new gene 
therapy treatment has had striking 
results in nine boys born with 
myotubular myopathy (MTM), a rare 
disease that causes extreme muscle 
weakness often from birth.

Recent Medical Breakthroughs with 
Gene Therapy

https://www.washingtonpost.com/national/health-science
https://www.the-scientist.com/news-opinion/two-patients-treated-with-crispred-cells-in-immunotherapy-trial-65744
https://www.sciencemag.org/author/jocelyn-kaiser


Fertility Clinics Sought 
Advice from Scientist 
Who CRISPRed Babies
By Chia-Yi Hou

Emails reveal that a 
facility in Dubai and 
others have asked 
geneticist He Jiankui
for help in gene-editing 
embryos.

https://email.labxmediagroup.com/e2t/c/*W5YkqyZ2gtp4gW3n1xLw5SQ3RJ0/*W4R2p388nPw80W22WMng13w2Mb0/5/f18dQhb0S8399ctymFW80gXQ32qwv31W3DT5gc32xLVLMf57njXD6prW7cmS1s8pCQ6vW1mbWpd7dfy3wW4r1M-J1mZkg9W6PZktr8pmqbSVc2CQL96dQNrW69_66_25FVD3W6Ryn3q5kTgW5W8hTJWC56nlvCW5rpg-R35s922W9cYdDs3swzL-W6RM-CN6Ryp7ZW7bLRGV1xkYnkW2JcSgJ6QPlHqW1qMVZ71nrCGBW51LTg55DHNj2W1dCMp05cpr-pW6c-1nl6p31m0W6mzTcH2q5YfMN4XyR0nZKPqrW55nSC91VJH71W4c2Rr97MtYb8W49z-4P2MV0XLVbxlN58W1NKgW6Dy29W6WRZ4HW1GgGq81YYV5xW72nt_y6sxy0GW30cR1N1N46RWW6wHB3T63dp6SW6SmkWZ22QM5kW1kwZWQ7LTsmgW1gHTL51R8lZwW6hYTCj75fhKMW2bFs1f6tDzKJW1gDWmw716dTZW2dFpR524ThlPW72pT-V1lHpvWW7CMJ_G2lKbj5W1bGzDv3G_1lTW6l4V954m6XSJVcZLWR86k_78W747jfq79_MG8W4ZggJp2pvBDTW19rcTf7f2ZRGW6ZYTL41GMy0zW1vNXfd825CfHW16y8Qr1tQ3w5N96XWX6NDyx-DtS5X6F6pZdKKz6n03


4. Changing Approaches 
to Science Education 

Nationally and in Virginia





STATUS OF NGSS BY STATE



Dimensions of the Framework

• Science and Engineering Practice

• Crosscutting Concepts

• Disciplinary Core Ideas



Science and Engineering Practices

1. Asking questions and defining problems

2. Developing and using models

3. Planning and carrying out investigations

4. Analyzing and interpreting data

5. Using mathematics, information and computer 
technology, and computational thinking

6. Constructing explanations and designing solutions

7. Engaging in argument from evidence

8. Obtaining, evaluating, and communicating information



Crosscutting Concepts

1.Patterns

2.Cause and effect

3.Scale, proportion, and quantity  

4.Systems and system models 

5.Energy and matter

6.Structure and function 

7.Stability and change 



Thank you!!
Questions??


